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1. Introduction
The aim of the present paper is to extend S.Dineen[7]'s cohomology 

vanishing theorem (9) = 0 obtained for the cohomology of de
gree 1 of pseudoconvex open sets in infinite dimensional vector spaces 
equipped with the finite open topology to the cohomology vanishing 
theorem-丑0) = 0 for cohomology of higher degree p and to ex
tend Scheja[21 卩s Theorem HP(D 一 4,。) 스 HP(^D1 O) of continuation 
of cohomology classes to complex spaces of dimension infinite equipped 
with the finite open topology. We join the latter results with the for
mer and obtain the infinite dimensional cohomology vanishing theorem 
HP(D — 4, 0) = 0 for cohomology of degree p < codim A — 2 of the 
complement D —A of analytic set A with respect to pseudoconvex open 
sets D of vector space E with the finite open topology.

The authors would like to express their hearty gratitute to Profes
sor P.Lelong in Paris who ordered the first author to study Infinite 
Dimensional Complex Analysis during his stay 1973/74 in Paris and 
transfered Infinite Dimensional Complex Analysis to Asia in this way.

2. Finite open topology
Let jE be a complex vector space with a locally connected Hausdorff 

topology T and A be the set of C4inear subspaces of E. A complex 
valued function f on an open subset D of (£, T) is said to be Gateaux 
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66 Continuation and vanishing theorem for cohomology

holomorphic if, for any L € A, the restriction of f to 2? D Z is holomor
phic on the open subset D D L of dimension finite. A complex valued 
Gateaux holomorphic function / on an open subset D of (E、T) is said 
to be holomorphic if f is continuous on D. The sheaf O of germs of 
holomorphic functions over E is called the structural sheaf of (E/T). 
An open subset D of (E, T) is said to be finitely pseudoconvex if, for 
any L 6 A, the intersection Z) Cl L is a pseudoconvex domain of the 
C-linear space L of dimension finite for any L G A. The topology 7b 
on E is said to be finite open if the family of open sets consists of 
subsets O of E such that, for any £ G A, the intersections O Q L are 
open in the finite dimensional HausdorfF C-linear spaces L. A Gateaux 
holomorphic function on an open subset of is unconditionally 
holomorphic.

The finite ope꾜 topology is the strongest and the product topology is 
the weakest among topologies with which we can do Function Theory.

3. Work's of Scheja and Works5 of Dineen and Gruman
Let X be a complex space of dimension finite, O be its structural 

sheaf and A be an analytic subset of X, Then G.Scheja[21] proved 
that the canonical homomorphosim 屯"‘ ：HP(D^ O) —> HP(D — A, O) 
is isomorphic if p < codim A — 2.

About twenty years ago and when the first author begun to in
vestigate the theory of functions of infinite complex variables under 
Professor Lelong in Paris, S.Dineen[7] proved the vanishing theorem 
H1(P, O) = 0 of the cohomology of degree 1 of a pseudoconvex do
main D with coefficients in the structural sheaf O of the C-linear 
space (£?,7o) equipped with the finite open topology and L.GrumanU이 

solved the Levi problem proving that any finitely pseudoconvex D of 
the space (E,对)is the existence domain of a holomorphic function on 
D.

4. Cohomology vanishing theorem

Proposition；,. Let E ：= {z = ■成)e Cn；z3 e C(j g

(1,2,... ,n})} be the fimte n diinensiona/ C'Jinear space Cn equipped 
with the Hansdorff topology and F be the reducible analytic spa.ce 
which is 1 codimensional reducible analytic subset of E defined by

⑴ F：= {z =(Z!,z2,...,zn) e E； Z1Z2 ■■■zn = 아 
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equipped with the usual structural sheaf Op Ofz^z^ - - - znO, Let 
D be its pseudoconvex open set containing the origin 0, O be the 
structural sheaf over D> U = \U^ i € 1} be a Stein covering of D, 
Le. all open set Ut is a domain of holomorphic for i E I, such that 
the origin 0 is contained in one and only one open set of U. Let Df 
be the trace DDF of D to F, reducible analytic set of D with the 
restriction of Of to Df which is denoted by the same symbol Of- Let 
Uf := {Ut Cl F; z G 1) be the trace of the covering U of the open set D 
to the analytic set Df of D. Let Zp be a p-cocycle of the covering Up 
with coefficients in the structural sheaf Of of the reducible analytic 
set Dp of D. Then, there exists a (p — l)-cochain C = {印；/3 € /p-1} 
of the covering U with coefScients in the sheaf O such that the trace 
of the coboundary 5(C) of C to Dp coincides with the p~cocycle Zp.

Proof. In case p = 1, Propositioni was proven as Lemma 2.2 in 
L.GrumajiflO]. So we may assume that p > 2.

Since the sheaf Of Z\Z2 - - - znO over E is an analytic coherent sheaf 
over E and it is supported by the reducible analytic set F of E. Hence 
its restriction Op to the reducible Stein space Dp is also an analytic 
coherent sheaf over the space Dp. Since Up is a Stein covering of 
the Stein space Dp, any cohomology with positive degree of the ope교 

set, which is a support of a simplex of I, vanishes, by Lemma Lp of 
G.Scheja[21], any cohomology with positive degree of the open set Df 
with values in the analytic coherent sheaf Op coincides with that of 
the covering l샤'. Since the former vanishes by the theorem of Oka- 
Cartan-Serre, any p-cocycle ci Up with values in the sheaf Of is a 
cobotmdary of a (p — l)-cochain Cp = {。邛；3 € Ip-1) of the covering 
Up with coefficients in the sheaf Op, Here (p — l)-simplex of Z is an 
element g =(嚣皈...,/3p) of Ip-1 and its support Ug Is the open set 
Up ：= 1屈 n n • • • n U"

We have the short exact sequence

(2) 0 ―> Z\Z2 * * * ―> 0 ―>《이z、z«z * , • znO —* 0

of sheaves over D. For any (p — 1) simplex of I and for its support 
Ug、we have the long exact sequence of cohomology modules

(3) 0 T Z1Z2 • • • znO} T H0(U^,O) T
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O/zxz2 ... znO} T H\U^ 切癸…znO) T . • •

of the open set Up of D. Since the above cohomology of the Stein space 
Up of the analytic coherent sheaf 2*2  …znO vanishes by the theorem 
Oka-Cartan-Serre, the canonical mapping

⑷ 辨:O) t H°(%, O/Z1z2 • • • %。)

is surjective. Since our cf° can be regarded as an element of the group 
O/zyZ2 - . - znO\ there exists an element cp of 们。)with 

= cpfi. Then the restriction to the reducible analytic set Dp of the 
coboundary of the (p— l)-cochain C := {q们 0 E } of the covering U 
with coefficients in the structural sheaf O of the pseudoconvex open set 
D coincides with the said p~cocy시e of the covering Up with coefficients 
in the structural sheaf Op of the reducible analytic set Dp of D.

THEOREM 1. Let E be a C-vector space with a locally ctmnecied 
Hausdorff and finite open topology, O be its structural sheaf and D be 
a finitely pseudoconvex open set of E. Then, for any positive integer 
p, we have Hp(DyO) = 0.

Proof. In case that p = 고theorem is proved by S.Dineen[7]. So 
we may assume that p > 2. and the origin 0 is contained in D.

Let U = {Ut\z 6 1) be a Stein covering of D and Z = {祐;a E Ip} be 
a p-cocycle of the covering U with coefficients in the structural sheaf O
of D. We prove the proposition using Zorn's Lemma which is equivalent 
to the transfinite induction used by S.Dineen[7] and L.Gruman[10] that
there exists a (p — l)-cochain C := {cg；0 E Ip} of the covering U 
with coefficients in the sheaf O such that the coboundary 6(C) of C
coincides with the p-cochain Z, Let S be the set of pairs (S,Cs) of 
C-linear subspaces S of E and (p — l)-cochains Cs = 0 € Ip~x}
whose cboundary is the rstriction Zs of the Z to D Ci S. We induce
a partial order in S so that two pairs (S,Cs) and (T,Ct) of C-linear 
subspace S and T oi E and (p — l)-cochains Cs = {g"； & £ IP~X} and 
Ct = € Zp-1) satisfy (S,Cs) 으 (厂(万) if and only if S C T
and the restriction of to D D S coincides with Cs. The patially
ordered set £ is not totally ordered. Let T = {(T,Ct);T G 三} be
a totally ordered subset of the partially ordered set S. We consider 
two elements (S,Cs) and (T,Ct) with (S,Cs) Q Then, for any 
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B € Ip-1 the restriction of to UgS coincides with csp on U、A S. 
Let Tsup be the C-linear span of the family E of C-linear subspaces of 
E. Since the set T is totally ordered, the set S is also totally ordered 
by the usual inclusion C. So the linear span T3up coincides with the 
union of the family E. We put, for any g g l= cTp on

Then, for any & E Ip~x^ the mapping。匚叩。:Ug fl Tsup t O 
is well-defined. Since its restriction on any finite dimensional linear 
subspace of Tsup is continuous, by the definition of the finite open 
topology, it is continuous on PI Tsup too. The collection ctsup = 
{。匚"0； /3 € } defines a (p — 1)-cochain of the covering Utsup =
{Ut A Tsup] I 6 1} with coefficients in O. And its coboundary is the 
restriction Z^up to of the said p・cocy시e Z. Thus we have proved 
that any totally ordered subset T of the partially ordered set S has a 
supremum. Hence, by Zorn's Lemma, the partially ordered set S has 
a maximal element (Tmar,CTrnax). We put 班心 =卩人 n Tmax; i € 1} 
and CTmai = {cTmax(i-p Cl}.

If Tmax were a proper C-linear subspace of the said space 玖 there 
would exist an element Zg of the complement E 一 Tmax of Tmax. We 
may assume that one and only one set of U contains the point z。。. 

We denote C為心 more precisely by {。爲心丿们 0 € Ip-1} We denote by 
〔Zoo] the 1-dimensional C-linear subspace {tz^ t E C}. We denote by 
Tmaxo0 the linear subspace of E spanned by Tmax and [zoo]-

Let B = {z。； 6 G 0} be a Hamel basis for the C-linear space Tmax. 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.3 of L.Gruman[10], we prove the following 
proposition by induction with respect to a non negative integer n:

For any (n + 1) dimensional C-linear subspace of E generated 
by the vector and n elements of B of Tmax^ we put "丁血小房。= 

{Ui n Tmgg ； z £ /}, L := LdTg*  Then the restriction to 
of the (p — l)-cochain (如心 °f the covering "丁将工 can be continued 
to a (p - l)-co 사lain CLoo = 缶 6 G of the covering UTmax^ . 
These continuations of the (p 一 l)-cochains of the coverings of the 
n-dimensional linear C-subspaces L's to the n-dimensional linear C- 
subspaces are compatible in the following sense : For two these 
(n + 1) dimensional C-Linear subspaces and of E、and for 
these continuations CLoo = {cLgo^/3 e and CMoo =报机*。e 
Ip-1} of the restrictions to "乙 and Um of the (p — 1)-cochain *嘉心 ：= 

〈CTmgg； 0 € of the covering V(Tsup^ there holds the condition of 
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compatibility cl。。。= on J7 A Lg A for any 0 e Ip~l.
In case that n = 0, the target space is only the one dimensional 

C-linear space [z^ whose trace D D [zqo] to 2? is a Stein manifold. 
Hence the restriction to "[瓦卩]of the p-cocycle Z = {z&\a G Ip} of 
the covering U with coefficients in the structural sheaf O of D is a 
coboundary of a (p — l)-cochain of the covering K[Zoq] with coefficients 
in the structural sheaf of

Now assume that the above proposition is valid fo호 a non negative 
integer (n 一 1). Then, using Proposition^ by the arguments in the 
proof of Theorem 2.3 of L.GrumanflO], we can prove the validity of 
above proposition for the integer n too.Thus, by induction with respect 
to non negative integers n, we have proved the validity of the above 
proposition. Let 0 be any (p — l)-simplex belonging to Ip~x and < 
be any point of the support 이? of the simplex Since B = 
{zff； 6 E 0} is a Hamel basis for the C-linearspace Tmaxy there exists a 
positive integer n and an n-diffienssnal sub^tre L W五 s^di that L is 
spanned by n elements of B. We put CTmaxoo^ =。乙8 月 in U乙。。伊 Then, 
CTm—8 0 is a well defined Gateaux holomorphic function on UTmax^/3 
which is continuous by the cause of the finite open topology of the 
space on Tmaxoo and therefore is holomorpliic on I如心8 伊 In this way, 
we established the continuation(方粕啓。={。7粕工8 夕；0 G Ip~l} of the 
p-cochain Crmax = {。咨心。。月；0 € Ip~x} to the space Tmax<^ so that 
the coboundary of Crmax(^ is the restriction of the said p-cocycle Z, 
Hence the pair (7"工8 J如…皿)is strictly larger than the maximal pair 
(Tmax^Crrnax \ This is a contradiction. Thus we have proved Tmax^ = 
E what was to be proved.

5. Continuation theorem
Let E be a C-vector space and D be an open set of A be a closed 

subset of D and p be a positive integer. We write codim A> if, f。호 

any finite dimensional C-linear subspace L of E» there exists a finite 
dimensional C-linear subspace M of E such that M is a subspace of L 
and that the codimension of the analytic set All M in Z) D M is not 
smaller than p at each point of A Cl M.

THEOREM 2. Let E be a C-vector space with a locally connected 
Hausdorff and finite open topology, O be its structural sheaf and D 
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be an open set of E, A be an analytic subset of D and p be a positive 
integer. If p < codim A — 2, then the canonical homomorphism ①卩: 

H호(D)O) t HP(D — j4, O) isomorphic.

Proof. Let U = {Ut; z G /} be a Stein covering of D. Then. U — A:= 
{Ut — A; z E 1) is an open covering of the open set D — A. Those cov
erings U — A are cofinal in a collection of open coverings of D — A. Let 
Z = {za] a € Ip} be a p-cocycle of the covering U — A with coefficients 
in the structural sheaf O oi D — A, For any q € 电 is a holomorphic 
function on the support L7a — A of the p-simplex ot. Let L be any finite 
dimensional C-linear subspaces of E. By the definition of codimension 
of A, there exists a finite dimensional C-linear subspace M of E such 
that M is a superspace of L and that the analytic set An M is an 
analytic set in D D M the codimension of which is at least codtm A, 
for any a C Jp, the restriction of the holomorphic function to 
the trace UQ Q M ~ A oi D to M ~ A can be continued to the analytic 
set AFI UQ D M whose codimert&ton > p + 2 > 2. By 난圮 finite dimen
sional Riemann's theorem concerning removable singularities, can 
be continued to a holomorphic function on the open set Ua Cl M. 
We denote by the restriction of toUQC\L Then, is inde
pendent of the special choice of a superspace M of L. Quite similarly 
as in the proof of Theorem 1, we can establish a continuation of the 
holomorphic function on P —A to a holomorphic function on D. 
By the principle of uniqueness of analytic prolongations, the collection 
Z*  = {2%产;a € } is a cocycle of the open covering U — A.

THEOREM 3. Let E be a C-vector space with a locally connected 
Hausdorff and finite open topology, O be its structural sheaf ajid D 
be a finitely pseudoconvex open set of E^A be an analytic subset of 
D and p be a positive integer. If p < codim A — 2f then we have

Proof. By Theorems 2 and 1, we have HP{D — A,O) = HP(D> 0)= 
0.
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